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Sports
Gleaner CPL T20 cricket, season
four
Game on, South Florida!

O

n a humid midsummer’s night,
sitting 30 feet above ground, Mo
Ally had one of the best views of
the CPL T20 match 25.
This season four battle of the bats,
fought between the play-off bound
Amazon Warriors of Guyana and
the Tridents Pride of Barbados, was
played at the cricket-specific Central
Broward Regional Park stadium in Fort
Lauderdale. This stadium is the only one
of its kind in America. It’s an historic
setting, befitting the newest version of
the sport that has cricket-lovers filling up
stadia and arenas around the world.
From that vantage point in the
press box, Mo, publisher of American
Cricketer magazine, held his notepad
and camera as he watched the Warriors,
living up to their name, destroy the
already slim play-off hopes of their
Barbadian opponents. With flags
waving, horns blaring and drums beating
to every contact of bat to ball, the South
Floridian atmosphere mirrored the best
of times when the Caribbean regional
team, the West Indies, was king of the
sport.
That’s where the reality check started
for Mo, who has been reporting on the
sport for more than three decades.
“The game has changed, and I have
to live with it. But I’m a Test cricket
man. That’s my form of the game,” he
said rather drily, as if wanting to ignore
the deafening noise and merriment from
the fans that was aided by the huge
speaker boxes, pumping out recorded
music, down below.
Mo, a former first-class player,

comfort, watching as the Guyanese
players prepared to start their victory
run chase.
“That has fallen on deaf ears,
obviously,” he offered unapologetically.
“Such a beautiful facility. Wish we had
this in North Carolina (his new home,
since relocating from South Florida).”
Halfway in (10 overs), the match
turned into a no-contest affair, thanks
to two big innings, one from Dwayne
Smith, who was later named most
outstanding player of the match
(MOTM) for his maximum hitting
50, and the other from the Australian,
Nicholas Maddinson, also 50.
Winning captain Rayad Emrit said he
was pleased with the overall offerings
but did not get into the politics of
Florida being a permanent stop on future
CPL T20 schedules. These sentiments
were echoed by the Bajan skipper,

promoter and now a publisher as
well, noted a few glaring lapses in the
outfield and could not help noting the
comparison with baseball, arguably a
favorite American pastime.
“Do you see how these baseball
players throw that ball, almost parallel
to the ground, for miles? And their
catching!” he said, between being
quizzical and amazed.
He noted that the deep fielders were
always throwing the ball short, back
to the wicketkeeper. And in particular,
there were two
dropped catches
by the otherwise
sure-handed
Jason Mohammed
that could have
caused further
embarrassment for
the Bajans.
Having done
so much for the
development and
David Wiese at the bat and wicketkeeper Nicolas Pooran.
promotion of the
sport in the USA, Mo took a swipe at the
Kieron Pollard, whose contribution was
regional authority, WICB, for not doing
zero. But in the spirit of competition,
more for the sport in these parts, noting
that the South Florida government might Pollard said his team would bounce
back.
be forced to find other uses for the
“We lost a couple wickets in the
facility in the heart of the Caribbeanmiddle,
and that really set us back from
American community.
a bigger total. But that’s T20 cricket!” he
“I told folks in the Caribbean years
said, as if to acknowledge how quickly
ago,” he said, “that they should find a
fortunes can turn, as they did on this
way to schedule a Test match here, at
least one per quarter, as I believe that the night.
I guess that message is for next year
revenue they lose in the Caribbean they
and next season! ■
can recoup here (in Florida).”
––Aubrey Campbell
Mo adjusted his frame for more
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Cricket-loving Asian migrants
take the game to Germany
Tens of thousands of Afghan and Pakistani migrants have
brought their love of cricket to Germany, prompting the
formation of dozens of new teams.

I

t is a scene you might expect on
a fragrant summer’s evening on a
Yorkshire village green. Or in the
humid heat of a floodlit ground in
Kolkata. But this is Germany, footballmad Germany. Where many people have
never heard of cricket, and those who
have consider it rather an exotic pastime.
There is a national team but it is
not exactly known for its resounding
success. And yet, on dusty scraps of
wasteland, on abandoned playgrounds
and borrowed football fields, the sound
of leather on willow echoes. Because, in
the last year, tens of thousands of young
men who have come from Pakistan and
Afghanistan to seek asylum in Germany
have brought their sport - and their
enthusiasm - with them. Chancellor
Angela Merkel said the refugee crisis
would change this country but she
probably did not have this in mind.
In 2012 there were 1,500 players
and 70 teams registered with the
German Cricket Federation. Today,
there are 5,000 cricketers playing in
220 teams.“It’s going crazy!” says the
federation’s manager Brian Mantle.
Every day he receives enquiries from
refugees and social workers keen to set
up
new teams. Germany,
he says, has been
overwhelmed
by the migrant
crisis.
“They can’t
Brian Mantle
Deutscher Cricket Bund
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offer refugees things like German
lessons, they can’t offer them schooling.
So they’re sitting in their homes doing
nothing.”
One of the newest clubs is in the
eastern town of Bautzen. “They said
this is Germany: no-one plays cricket
here,” says its coach and founder Ahmad
Irshad. “It was really strange and a
really new thing for them. I tried my

best, I tried to convince them and tried
again and then I was able to make them
understand.”
For now, Bautzen’s football club has
lent them their pitch for practice. Sitting
near the goal posts, a group of bemused
German students watches as a young
Pakistani man tries to explain the rules.
One girl laughs and shakes her head
when I ask if she understands them.
“It’s something we didn’t have here
in Germany. But we can learn something
about the game and about other cultures.
We can integrate them into our culture
and everybody learns from everyone.”
It is significant that this club is thriving
in Bautzen. The town became, briefly,
notorious after a refugee home here was
targeted by arsonists earlier this year.

Some locals watched it burn down,
cheering and clapping.
Today, about 2,000 asylum seekers live
here.
Many of the cricket team are housed
in an old hotel on the outskirts of the
town.
When I visit the cricketers, they are in
celebratory mood. They have crowded
into a sparsely furnished bedroom where
a golden trophy is in pride of place on a
table. Next to it the local newspaper lies
open; there is a report about the team
and their recent victory in a local league.
One of the players, Sunny, tells me:
“If I can do something for Germany then
I will play cricket and I will show them
the game that is in our veins. Germany
has become the best in football and it
will become the best in cricket also.”
Sunny works as a handyman in the
refugee home and hopes to be granted
asylum here.
“Sport is the best way to make unity,”
says Sunny. “We have Muslim guys,
Christian guys and I belong to a Sikh
family. When we play together, we
forget everything.”
At the start of every training session,
Sunny and his team-mates nail down
green matting to stop the bowlers from
slipping. They manage with donated kit
and makeshift equipment. Many new
teams have received donations from
the UK cricketing charity, the Lord’s
Taverners, but there is simply not
enough to fulfil current demand.
The match begins. The batsman steps
up and the ball flies out of sight.
Coach Ahmad sighs. “We need nets,” he
says, looking in the direction in which
the ball disappeared. f“We keep having
to replace the balls. We don’t have
enough equipment but the boys have
talent, and they want to play.”
Their bats may be broken and the
wickets less than perfect. But Ahmad
smiles. At least they are playing cricket.
— By Jenny Hill, BBC News

Sports
CPL: the biggest party in sport!
Caribbean Professional League lights up all of Florida

T

raveling to Florida, one
immediately thinks of surf, sand,
sunshine and bikini-clad eye
candy.
To that, we can now add the glorious
game of cricket: the sport that has
captured the imagination of half the
world. Recently, six cricket matches
of the Caribbean Professional League
(or CPL) were played at the Broward
Regional Park in Lauderhill. The CPL
wants to bring the game that its chief
executive, Damien O’Donohoe, calls
“the biggest party in sport” to America.
Despite a few hiccups, including
a failed, last-minute lawsuit to halt
the games, the tournament went off
without a hitch. The City of Lauderhill
and its mayor, the Honorable Richard
Kaplan, and the CPL are worthy of our
deepest gratitude for putting on such
an unforgettable show. Despite the
sometimes sweltering heat, players and
fans were unanimous in noting that
the breathtaking spectacle of cricket
on the lawns of Lauderhill was a sight
for sore eyes. It’s a spectacle they hope

may be woven into Florida’s tapestry
of exotic attractions. Indeed, Florida
is often talked of as the gateway to the
Caribbean: the original home to sand,
surf, sunshine and calypso cricket.
Professional cricket in the United
States is still in its embryonic stage.
The game here has struggled with
organisational challenges throughout
the last 20 years. The biggest hurdle,
however, was selling a game that could
last as long as six hours to an American
audience.
But a few years ago, a shortened
version of the game, T20, took the
cricket world by storm. T20 is ideally
suited to the American sporting culture,
as it lasts about as long as a baseball
game. In addition, T20 introduced
franchise cricket––a prominent feature
of the American sporting culture. For
the first time, players from the world
over can play on the same team.
Also recently, players from Australia,
South Africa, New Zealand, Sri Lanka
and America were all competing in
Florida. Two Americans, Steven Taylor

and Timroy Allen, were in action.
A resident of Florida, Taylor is no
stranger to American fans. He has been
a member of the American cricket team
from an early age.
I first saw Taylor in 2009, when,
as a 14-year old, he captained the US
U-15 team to victory over Bermuda in
the America’s Cup. I had the enviable
honor of watching that game in the
company of Ajit Tendulkar, the brother
and mentor of one Sachin Tendulkar.
Taylor hammered a boundary-studded
half-century to lead the US to victory.
Asked his opinion of Taylor, Tendulkar
opined that Taylor’s natural aggression
makes him a dangerous threat to
bowlers. Taylor, the leadoff batter for
the Barbados Tridents, recently gave
us a taste of his power and panache
with a cameo knock against the tabletopping Guyana Amazon Warriors. He
plundered seven boundaries in a score
of 37 from 21 balls.
The Florida leg of the CPL rounded
out the play-off spots, with several
breathtaking individual performances,
high-scoring contests and spine-tingling
finishes. Among them were Dwayne
Bravo’s tournament best four for 13;
Fletcher and Charles, twice pillaging
century partnerships; Chris Lynn and
Jason Mohammed, getting their mojo
on, taking Guyana to the top of the
table; and stunning catches by Kumar
Sangakarra and Anton Devcich.
But perhaps the biggest endorsement
for cricket in America was the surprise
announcement immediately following
the games in Lauderhill that teams from
India and the West Indies will play
two T20 games at the end of August at
the Lauderhill stadium. CPL, it seems,
has pried the door open, and cricket is
quickly gaining a foothold in the other
half of the world.
Next stop, New York! ■
— By Sham Samaroo, Ph.D
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Miramar Masters Cricket Club enjoying a session of
softball cricket and dominos

K. Sukhwa, D. Ganesh, K. Singh, B. Persaud, Bala K., M. Ally, and M. Robbie
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E. Clark and C. Modeste

The Golden Bulls Cricket Club of Cape Town South Africa,
being hosted by the Ally’s at the Country Club of Miami.

Ellen and Caron

Pete and Grassie

Keith and Mo

Golden Bulls of South Africa welcome party in Miami, Florida

Claire, George, and Ellen

Pete, Keith, Bala, and Grassie
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Sports
Hanif Mohammad dead at 81
“Little Master” of cricket

W

hen Hanif Mohammad recently died
at the age of 81, the cricket world
was plunged into mourning.
The Pakistani star was beloved around the
globe. In Pakistan, men came to blows as they
argued whether he was greater than the modern-day hero, Imran Khan. Mohammad was the
original “Little Master,” a generation before
Sachin Tendulkar took on the nickname and the
mantle as arguably the world’s best batsman.
In the 1970’s and ’80’s, it was not uncommon in Pakistan for grown men to attack each
other in disputing whether Mohammad––one of
the key figures in the development of Pakistan’s
national identity after the partition of India
in 1947––was a better player than Khan, the
country’s emerging superstar. The arguments
over their relative merits, if not the violence,
continue to this day.
Standing five-foot-six and weighing barely
nine stone in his playing days, Mohammad
lacked the glamour of the Oxford and King’s
Road-educated Khan. But he was the most
important cricketer during Pakistan’s formative
years as a Test-playing nation, making an indelible name for himself and delighting the purists
with his long vigils at the crease.
Carrying the hopes of an emerging nation,
Mohammad played as if his life depended on
not getting out. He was pilloried by some for
being one of the slowest scorers in the game,
as he cut out any risky shots and focused on an
immaculate defence. His powers of concentration were unsurpassed.
In 1958, he was at the crease for 16 hours
and 10 minutes, then the longest innings in
first-class cricket, in making 337 against the
West Indies in Barbados. He claimed that his
dismissal was owing to the state of the pitch,
not a lapse in concentration. At the time, it was
the second-highest Test score after Len Hutton’s 364 for England against Australia in 1938.
Mohammad went on to score the highest
first-class innings a year later: 499 for Karachi
against Bahawalpur in the semi-final of the
Quaid-e-Azam Trophy, Pakistan’s domestic
tournament. Off the penultimate ball of the
day, he was run out going for a second run
that would have taken him to 500. He had the
consolation of passing Don Bradman’s record
of 452, which was set 30 years earlier.
As news of his feat reached home, Mohammad became a national hero. Ayub Khan, the
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Pakistani president, and Bradman sent congratulatory telegrams. His record stood for 35 years
until Brian Lara made 501 for Warwickshire
against Durham in 1994.
These achievements were all the greater on
account of Mohammad’s nomadic background.
He was born in 1934, in Junagadh, a princely
district in the Indian state of Gujarat. His name
in Arabic means “upright true-believer,” and
he tried to live his life accordingly. His family
belonged to a Muslim minority at a time of
sectarian riots and massacres.
“As a schoolboy, I remember tanks and
soldiers with guns marching in front of our
house,” he recalled. “We were all very frightened, and the children were told to stay indoors
and not even open the window.”
In 1948, the family decided to build a new
life in Pakistan.
“We left the house in the middle of the
night to avoid being seen and boarded a ship
on the southwest coast of the Arabian Sea,”
Mohammad remembered. “Leaving most of our
possessions behind, we sailed to the unknown:
Karachi. As the ship left the port, there was a
feeling of great relief that nobody could now
catch and kill us. There were other migrants,
and we all looked like lost people.”
In Junagadh, the family had enjoyed a life of
middle-class affluence. They now had nothing.
A Hindu temple served as a dormitory at night
and a cricket pitch during the day.
“We never lost faith in God,” Mohammad
told Peter Oborne for the British author’s
award-winning history of Pakistan cricket,
Wounded Tiger. “We worked diligently and
honestly. I firmly believe that the honour
bestowed by God on my brothers and me is the
reward for this patience and strength of faith.”
Mohammad initially found employment
as a roads inspector, although cricket always
came ahead of any inspections. His brothers,
Mushtaq, Sadiq and Wazir, were also to play
for Pakistan, whilst a fourth, Raees, acted as
12th man.
Hanif Mohammad made his first-class début
at 16 while still at school in Karachi. He was
only 17 when he was chosen for Pakistan’s
first Test tour, to India. He batted usefully in
the Tests, making a top score of 96, and in the
series he made 917 runs at an average of 65.50.
In scoring 203 not out against the Bombay
Cricket Association he became the youngest

batsman to make a first-class double-century.
Mohammad went on to play in 55 of
Pakistan’s first 57 Test matches. Away from
cricket, he was a boyish figure, mild-mannered
and quite content spending hours relaxing to
sitar music. At the crease, he was cussed and
implacable. His was the Pakistan wicket the
opposition prized above any other.
An innings of 20 at Lord’s in 1954 took
three hours and 15 minutes. But the following season he made his first Test century: 142
against India. He had a fine series against Australia in 1959-60, and on a second tour of India
made 160 in the first Test and batted consistently throughout.
When England toured in 1961-62, Mohammad became the first Pakistani batsman to
make two centuries in the same Test, 111 and
108 at Dhaka. In the next match he had scores
of 67 and 89.
Despite another disappointing series in
England in 1962, he was appointed Pakistani
captain. The responsibility did not affect his
form. In a one-off Test in Melbourne, Pakistan’s first in Australia, he made 104 and 93
and kept wicket throughout the match after the
designated gloveman was injured. He took five
catches. Bradman, the greatest of all batsmen,
met him in the nets and, having imagined him
to be tall and strapping, was surprised at how
small and unassuming he was.
On a final visit to England as captain in
1967, Mohammad put together a masterly 187
not out in the Lord’s Test. His final Test was
against New Zealand in Karachi in 1969. Sadiq
and Mushtaq Mohammad also played, mak-

ing it only the third instance of three brothers
appearing in the same Test and the first occurrence since the 19th century.
Hanif Mohammad played on until 1976,
scoring 17,059 first-class runs at an average of
52.32, including 55 centuries. Most of them
were characterised by his rock-like defence
However, he was also an elegant and inventive
shot-maker when he chose to be. He is credited
as the first batsman to play the reverse sweep.
Today, the shot is in the répertoire of all the top
batsmen. In Test matches, Mohammad made
3,915 runs at an average of 43.98.
During a long innings in the sun, layers of
skin would burn off. He played in an era of
little protection against fast bowling, with hotel
towels thrust down his flannels instead of a
thigh pad, with no helmet to protect him against
bouncers or sun cream to prevent his upper
cheekbones becoming black with his blood, due
to that sunburnt skin. His eyes would become
bloodshot as a result of the sun reflecting off
shaven pitches in the Caribbean that resembled
white strips of marble. The thousands of deliveries that thudded into his legs, a consequence
of spending so much time at the crease, left
indentations in his upper thighs.
Although Mohammad later became Pakistan’s chairman of selectors, he was eventually
sacked, in keeping with the sometimes chaotic
nature of the game on the Subcontinent. Unlike
most cricket administrators around the world,
he was supportive of players who decided to
play unofficially for Kerry Packer’s World
Series, which was founded in 1977 to rival Test
cricket and offered considerably higher financial rewards for the players.

As cricket moved into the modern era,
crowds grew increasingly impatient with his
dour style of batting. Mohammad himself felt
bereft without Test cricket after his own retirement had come about in sad circumstances.
Looking to finish his 17-year career with 4,000
Test runs, he was 85 short.
The chairman of selectors, Abdul Kardar,
remarked tetchily, “I can’t give him another
five Tests.”
Mohammad is survived by his wife, Shamshad Begum. They had three children: Shoaib,
who also played for Pakistan; Seema, who lives
with her husband in Wembley Park, London,
and Shahzeb, who lives in Pinner, Middlesex,
and is a university lecturer. Shehzar Mohammad, Shoaib’s son and Hanif’s grandson, also
played first-class cricket.
In Pakistan, there was a feeling that more
could have been made of his expertise. He

was able to give something back as editor of
The Cricketer Pakistan magazine, which he
co-founded in 1972. He also achieved great
success in domestic cricket as the manager of
the Pakistan International Airlines team.
When imparting advice to young cricketers,
he always remembered what he was told as a
schoolboy meeting Pakistan’s then-captain,
Mian Saeed:
“Never be boastful when you score runs.
Never raise your collar and behave as if you are
a gift from the gods. Always remain humble,
respect people, respect the game and keep on
playing even harder.”
Hanif Mohammad, cricketer, was born on
December 31, 1934. He died of cancer on
August 11, 2016, aged 81 ■

Do you know?
Abraham Benjamin
(AB) De Villiers

Do you know him?
I think you know him as a cricketer from
South Africa and playing for Royal Challenger Bangalore in IPL.
But di you know...
1. He played as goal keeper for Jr national
hockey squad.
2. He was shortlisted for Jr national football
squad.
3. Captain of South Africa Junior rugby
team.
4. Holds six South Africa school swimming
records.

5. The fastest 100mtr time in South Africa
junior athletics.
6 . A member of South Africa Jr Davis Cup
tennis team.
7. National Badminton U-19 champion.
8. Has won under19 golf tournament.
9. Founder member and chief donor for
underpriviledged children and cancer hospital in Capetown.
10. Has adopted an entire village in a
remote area of Zimbabwe and funds the
entire village development..

World records ....31 balls 100 runs - 16
balls 50

He received a national medal from Late
Mandela ...award for a Biochem Science
project!

Amazing achievements for any human
being, one more about ABD ... he has recorded a bilingual pop music record too.
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Go Gaston. Get Outside.

Go explore Crowders Mountain State Park.
An outdoor playground awaits you within our County’s borders. Let us help
you plan your autumn activities or next staycation and connect you with the
numerous natural assets Gaston County has to offer. Stop by our Visitors Center
at 620 North Main Street in Belmont or call us today for a FREE Visitors Guide.
800-849-9994 | 704-825-4044 | #gogaston | gogaston.org |

